Volume 19, #1 – September 13, 1994
Greetings from the editor
Article by Brian Hutchinson on Nevada’s high number of uninsured for health care
Article by Travis White on funding of new TMCC library (mentions Peggy Mills)
Across the State: gubernatorial election, education, crime, social issues, government,
welfare, economy, taxes
Opinion piece by Travis White on world politics
“He Said, She Said” opinions by Doug Curtis and Paula Cordova on second amendment rights
“Take a Chance on Me” advice column by Chance Devine
Report from Robert Schrock on TMCC Tumbleweeds and their football victory
Poetry and cartoons

Volume 19, #2 – September 27, 1994
Article by editor posting results of informal poll on renaming of the student newspaper
Article on whether or not Gwaltney will resign
Article by Dena Purdy on Weekend College
Campus Briefs – schedule of college events
Article by Taryn Anglin on Lois Avery’s congressional candidacy
“Crapped on Column” reviewing Greek Island Café
Opinion piece by Dena Purdy on abortion and women’s right to choose
“He Said, She Said” by Aspen Biersdorff and Robert Schock about private lives of candidates
Report from Robert Schrock on TMCC Tumbleweeds and their football victory
Opinion piece by Aspen Biersdorff on the value of college education
Opinion piece by Doug Curtis on going barefoot
“Take a Chance on Me” advice column by Chance Devine
Opinion piece by Teddy Bear reflecting on the past and the future
Article on the value of recycling
Poetry and cartoons

Volume 19, #3 – October 11, 1994
Article on Gwaltney’s resignation and the naming of Rita Gubanich as interim president
Results of poll on new non-smoking policy on campus
Report on vandalizing TMCC parking meters
Article by Aspen Biersdorff on Linda Keaveny, new cafeteria manager
Campus Briefs – schedule of college activities
Opinion piece – pros and cons of new non-smoking policy by Dena Purdy and Doug Curtis
“Crapped on Column” reviewing Sunshine Air
Opinion piece – pros and cons of capital punishment by Doug Curtis and Paula Cordova
Memoir by Taryn Anglin (part one of five)
Article on hair care and a healthy scalp
Article by Dena Purdy on the environmental advantages of taking the bus
“Take a Chance on Me” – advice column by Chance Devine
Poetry and cartoons

**Volume 19, #4 – October 25, 1994**
Article by Dena Purdy and Brian Hutchinson on financial impact of Gwaltney’s resignation (mentions Gubanich, Stetter, McClue, Klitzke)
Article on admission policy for Chilc Care Center
Campus Briefs – schedule of college activities
Article by Taryn Anglin on history of Halloween
Article from College Press Service on Oregon’s draping of controversial art
Report from Robert Schrock on TMCC Tumbleweeds and their football victory
Memoir by Taryn Anglin (part two of five)
Article on skin care
Article by Dena Purdy on the importance of saving water
“Take a Chance on Me” – advice column by Chance Devine
Article by Teddy Bear on Chinese cooking (with recipe)
Cartoons

**Volume 19, #5 – November 7, 1994**
Article on student protesting sexist advertising on cabs
Review by Brian Hutchinson on Madonna’s new album “Bedtime Stories”
Poems
Article from College Press Service on sex and Generation X
Article from College Press Services on college funding in several states
Article by Aspen Biersdorff on proposed radio station (mentions John Gwaltney, Tom Jacobs)
Announcement of appointment of Rita Gubanich as interim president
ASTM minutes of October 10 meeting
Campus Briefs – schedule of college activities
Review by Brian Hutchinson of album “No Need to Argue” by the Cranberries
“Take a Chance on Me” – advice column by Chance Devine
Article by Dena Purdy on poaching of wildlife
Quotations and cartoons

**Volume 19, #6 – November 22, 1994**
Article by Brian Hutchinson on supporting the Nevada AIDS Foundation
Article on qualifications of Rita Gubanich
Ad for campus lecture by James Chapman
Campus Briefs – schedule of college activities
Article from College Press Service on increase in students registered to vote
“Crapped on Column” reviewing Pretzel Time
Reflections from Teddy Bear on TV, diets, weight and meeting women
Memoir by Taryn Anglin (part 3 of 5)
Article from College Press Services on teen additions
Article from College Press Services on tuition increase at University of Kentucky
Article by Dena Purdy on the importance of the rain forest
Article by Doug Curtis on the history of Thanksgiving
Article by Teddy Bear on Chinese cooking (with recipe)
Quotations and cartoons

Volume 19, #7 – December 6, 1994
Article by Aspen Biersdorff on recent elections
Update on the schedule for building the Applied Technology Center
Article requesting nominations for the Nevada Regents’ Researcher Award
Article requesting nominations for the Regents’ Outstanding Student Award
Article from Dena Purdy on the Smarts Starts program (mentions Sandra Borrelli)
Campus Briefs – schedule of college events
Article from College Press Service on plans for budget cuts in education
“Crapped on Column” reviewing Pizza Hut
Memoir by Taryn Anglin (part four of five)
Article from College Press Service on racist graffiti at Fairfield University
Article from College Press Service on editing a yearbook
Article from College Press Service on recognizing a Gay and Lesbian Association
Reflections by Teddy Bear on comedy, music and movies – then and now
Quotations and cartoons

Volume 19, #8 – February 2, 1995
Article on protecting oneself from AIDS
Letters and responses to items received in comment boxes
Article on the Parking Lot Social – informational workshops for students
Article by Tom and Maryann Sterling on setting up a student account on the Internet
Article on TMCC’s installing energy efficient lighting and thermostats to save money
Campus Dateline – schedule of college activities
Article on educational items from across the nation and world
Opinion piece by Brian Hutchinson on strengthening education in the United States
Statistics on AIDS both statewide and nationally
Article by Kimberly Baccelli describing experiences with drugs
Article by Dena Purdy on lead poisoning
Quotations and cartoons

Volume 19, #9 – February 16, 1995
Letters and responses to items received in comment boxes
Article about TMCC’s theater production of “Someone to Watch over Me”
Article by Jim Mitchell on media internship program at TMCC (mentions Kathy Odynski)
Article on ASTM’s Comedy on Campus event
Article from College Press Service on downloading the Visible Man to study anatomy
Article by Erin Long on racial tension among students
Opinion piece by Brian Hutchinson on gender behaviors
Article from Tom and Maryann Sterling about Carter Woodson, Mary McLeod Bethune, Thurgood Marshall, Rita Dove
Report from Kimberly Baccelli on frightening camping experience
Article by Dena Purdy on what to do for a bite from a child

Volume 19, #10 – March 2, 1995
Article by Brian Hutchinson on federal spending on student financial aid
Article by Erin Long on losing money on phony magazine subscriptions
Article (part two of three) on TMCC’s media internship program
Campus Dateline – schedule of college activities
Article from College Press Service on AIDS being number one killer among young adults
Article by Jim Mitchell on changes in education (mentions Elsie Doser)
Articles by Ricky Nahorniak and Brian Hutchinson on the decline of morality in America
Article by Eduardo Rubio on the pros and cons of welfare
Article by Tom and Maryann Sterling on absence of prayers in school
Article by Erin Long on gang violence
Article by Jim Mitchell on the Board of Regents’ considering raising tuition costs

Volume 19, #11 – March 16, 1995
Responses to question “What women do you admire and why?”
Letter to the editor on lack of security at art show, praise for Kelsie Harder in previous years
Article by Helen Klitzke on personal experience using CPR
Article from College Press Service on restructuring financial aid for students
Article by Ricky Nahorniak on how federal changes in financial aid might affect TMCC (mentions Mona Buckheart)
Article by Erin Long on trend to be more cautious in sexual encounters
Article by Dena Purdy on techniques to prevent kidnapping
Article on phenomenal women in honor of Women’s History Month
Reflections from Lorna Loveless

Volume 19, #12 – March 30, 1995
Article by Brian Hutchinson on ASTM and their activities (mentions Toni Horne, Charlotte Cox)
Article by Jim Mitchell on forum to discuss increase in student fees
“On Campus Across the World” – international issues in education
Reflections from Martin Magana
Article from College Press Service on students protesting losing funding for higher education
Article by Dena Lynn Purdy comparing time out and spanking
Quotations and cartoons

**Volume 19, #13 – April 13, 1995**
Article by Erin Long on applying for scholarships
Article by Ricky Nahorniak on highlighting accomplishments of Carolyn Wray
Article by Dena Purdy on TMCC winning national awards for television production
   (mentions Creel Snider and Phil Kowalski)
Article by Jim Mitchel on approved student fee increase (mentions Rita Gubanich, Dan Klaich)
Article from College Press Service on students protesting federal cuts to education
Article by Professor Paul A. Williams lauding increase in diversity courses
Letter to the editor from Paul Stempeck who lost presidential bid for ASTM President
Article by Brian Hutchinson promoting a positive attitude
Opinion piece by Dena Lynn Purdy on societal issues
Article from College Press Service on Clinton’s promise to fight cuts to student aid
Responses from President Clinton on several issues
Suggestions from Dena Lynn Purdy on preparing child for first haircut

**Volume 19, #14 – April 29, 1995**
Article by Thomas Sterling encouraging students to create an internet account
Article by Jim Mitchell on last issues of Voices for the year and its first all-digital run
Article and drawings on TMCC Lizard by Maryann Sterling
Results of ASTM elections for 1995-96 school year
Article by Erin Long explaining TMCC’s spring break dates that do not match UNR’s
Article announcing the use of car immobilization of cars after three parking violations
List of donors who helped finance furnishing the new library
Article by Tanya Kueper on Lin Gable’s work with veterans’ benefits
Article by Jim Mitchell on TMCC’s media internship (mentions Kathy Odynski, Creel Snider)
List of UCCSN awardees for students, faculty and staff
Article by Ricky Nahorniak outlining some of Nevada’s legislative issues
Opinion piece by Ricky Nahorniak on prayer in schools and abortion
Reflections by Erin Long on her move from Texas to Nevada
Article by Tonya Kueper on the art of kissing
Article by Marcus Vitas on his dealing with cancer
Excerpt from “International Who’s Who of Contemporary Achievement” on Kelsie Harder
Photos from photography students
Article by Doc Tease on the Internet
Article by Thomas Sterling on the value of e-mail
Article by Maryann and Thomas Sterling on potholes on Dandini